Abstract. The Omitting Types Theorem in model theory and the Baire Category Theorem in topology are known to be closely linked. We examine the precise relation between these two theorems. Working with a general notion of logic we show that the classical Omitting Types Theorem holds for a logic if a certain associated topological space has all closed subspaces Baire. We also consider stronger Baire category conditions, and hence stronger Omitting Types Theorems, including a game version. We use examples of spaces previously studied in set-theoretic topology to produce abstract logics showing that the game Omitting Types statement is consistently not equivalent to the classical one.
Introduction
The Baire Category Theorem asserts that, in certain classes of spaces, the intersection of countably many dense open sets is dense. This theorem is used in many fields of mathematics to assure the existence of objects satisfying countably many requirements simultaneously. It is well known that (locally) compact spaces and completely metrizable spaces satisfy the Baire Category Theorem. General topologists have developed a finely graded collection of other topological properties that suffice to prove the Baire Category Theorem. [2] is a good survey of many of them. Spaces satisfying the conclusion of the Baire Category Theorem are called Baire spaces. They do not behave well with respect to topological operationsnotoriously, with respect to products. See [13] .
The Omitting Types Theorem for first-order logic asserts that for any countable theory T , a type of T can be omitted in a model of T provided that it is not implied by a single formula (modulo T ). One way to prove the Omitting Types Theorem is to translate the relevant definitions into the language of topology, and then apply the Baire Category Theorem (the relevant spaces are compact); for instance, see [28] . This method is also able to prove omitting types results in more general settings, including countable fragments of L ω1,ω [26] , continuous logic [9] , and countable fragments of L ω1,ω for metric structures [11] .
It is natural to ask whether the use of Baire spaces in the proofs of the omitting types theorems mentioned above is in any sense essential. To address this question we consider an abstract topological setting in which core notions from model theory can be developed. This point of view was first used by Morley [26] . A similar setting was also used by Ben Yaacov [5] as part of his study of cats, and also by
Type-space functors and abstract logics
In order to explore the connection between Baire Category and Omitting Types, we need a suitable framework in which to connect topological spaces to logics. Specifically, we consider collections of topological spaces satisfying some conditions similar to those enjoyed by the type-spaces of a first order theory. This idea goes back to Morley [26] , but our primary reference for definitions is [20] (though our definitions do vary somewhat from the ones presented there; see below for details). While it is possible to use this setting to produce abstract logics (in the sense of [4] ), we will not need to do so for our purposes in this note.
Basic definitions. To simplify notation, whenever κ is a cardinal and A ∈ [κ]
n , we write A = {a 0 < . . . < a n−1 } to mean that A = {a 0 , . . . , a n−1 } and a 0 < . . . < a n−1 . Definition 1.1. A type-space functor is a contravariant functor S from ω to the category of topological spaces with continuous open maps, satisfying a weak amalgamation property. Explicitly, S takes each n ∈ ω to a topological space S n , and each f : n → m to a continuous open map Sf : S m → S n , satisfying the following conditions. Here i k : k → k + 1 is the inclusion, and d m : m + 1 → m + 2 is d(j) = j for j < m and d(m) = m + 1.
(1) For all f : n → m and g : m → k, S(g • f ) = (Sf ) • (Sg).
(2) If ι n : n → n is the identity function then Sι n : S n → S n is the identity function. (3) For each m ∈ ω, p ∈ S m , q ∈ (Si m ) −1 ({p}), and non-empty open U ⊆ (Si m ) −1 ({p}, let W AP S (m, p, q, U ) be the statement that there is r ∈ S m+2 such that (Si m+1 )(r) = q and (Sd m )(r) ∈ U . We require that W AP S (m, q, p, U ) holds for all such m, p, q, U .
Our definition is based on the one in Knight [20] , with some of the simplifications introduced in [21] . We differ from Knight in that we require each map Sf to be open, we only require a weak version of the amalgamation property, and we do not require the spaces S n to be 0-dimensional.
The motivating example of a type-space functor is the collection of type-spaces of a theory T (in first order logic, or more generally in a fragment of L ω1,ω ), where for f : n → m the map Sf : S m (T ) → S n (T ) is defined by (Sf )(p) = {ϕ(x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) : ϕ(x f (0) , . . . , x f (n−1) )}.
We will consider this example in more detail in Section 1.3 below, after introducing more definitions. For the moment we note that Morley [26] showed that if a type-space functor has each S n a 0-dimensional Polish space, and if a stronger amalgamation condition holds, then S arises from a theory in a countable fragment of L ω1,ω in the way described above, and moreover the theory obtained is essentially unique. Ben Yaacov [7] showed that without the 0-dimensionality assumption it is still often possible to give a syntactic presentation of a type-space functor, but the associated logic is that of metric structures (see also [6] ).
Later we will make use of an analogue of the space of ω-types (that is, types in a fixed ω-sequence of variables) for an arbitrary type-space functor. As type-space functors are designed to capture the model theory of languages in which formulas have finitely many free variables, we expect that knowing the topology of each S n should suffice to determine the topology of S ω . Our next definition ensures that this is the case. Definition 1.2. Let S be a type-space functor. Define S ω to be the inverse limit of the spaces S n , using each Sι n,m as a bonding map for n < m. Concretely,
S n : for all n < m, a n = (Sι n,m )(a m )}, with the subspace topology.
For each map f : n → ω we have a map Sf : S ω → S n . To define this map, let m be large enough so that the image of f is included in m. Then define f ′ : n → m to be f ′ (i) = f (i) for all i < n. Finally, define Sf :
The maps Sf : S ω → S n are well-defined. Indeed, suppose that we chose another m ′ to use in defining Sf , and without loss of generality assume that m < m ′ . Defining f ′′ : n → m ′ as above, we then have
where the last equality follows from the definition of S ω . One equally readily verifies that the maps are continuous and open.
Model theory.
In this section we describe how to view a type-space functor as a general setting in which to study model theory. The key definition is that of a model, which we take from [20, Definition 2.9]. Definition 1.3. Let S be a type-space functor, and let κ be a cardinal. A model of size κ for S is a function M , whose domain is [κ] <ω , satisfying the list of properties below for all A = {a 0 < . . . < a n−1 } ∈ [κ] n .
(
m with A ⊆ B, and a permutation g of m satisfying a i = b g(i) for all i < n, such that (Sg)(M (B)) ∈ U .
The intuition for this definition is that if T is a first-order theory, and M |= T is enumerated as {m α : α < κ}, then defining
gives a model in the above sense. In fact, when S = S(T ) is the type-space functor of a first-order theory, then every model for S arises in this way [20, Proposition 2.10] (the proof there is for countable models, but the argument for general κ is the same).
Once we have models, we want to have a satisfaction relation, which we adapt from [20, Definition 2.11]. We do not have a notion of formulas for type-space functors, but we think of elements of S n as (complete) n-types, and so we can define what it means for a finite subset of κ to realize an element of S n , in a way that generalizes the case of a tuple in a model realizing a type in first-order logic
We could introduce a notion of formula by fixing, for each n, a base of closed sets for the space S n , and thinking of basic closed sets as representing formulas while arbitrary closed sets are (partial) types. We will not pursue this direction further in this note. Definition 1.4. Let S be a type-space functor, let M be a model for S of size κ, and let (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) be a tuple of length n from κ. Let A = {a 0 , . . . , a n−1 } = {c 0 < . . . < c k−1 }. Let g : n → k be the function such that c g(i) = a i for all i < n. Then we define M |= p(a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) ⇐⇒ p = (Sg)(M (A)).
In this case we also say that (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) realizes p in M . If there is no tuple (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) realizing p in M then we say M omits p.
If A ⊆ S n , we write M |= A(a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) to mean M |= p(a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) for some p ∈ A.
1.3. Examples. Throughout the remainder of this paper we will make frequent reference to type-space functors of two particular kinds. The first is the motivating example we have mentioned several times above, while the second provides examples built on a given topological space.
1.3.1. First-order type-space functors. First, we have type-space functors associated to theories in first-order logic. Definition 1.5. Let T be a first-order theory. The type-space functor of T , S(T ), consists of the following data. For each n < ω, let S n be the set of all complete n-types of T , considered with the logic topology (that is, the topology generated by basic closed sets of the form [ϕ] = {p ∈ S n : ϕ ∈ p} for each n-ary formula ϕ). To each f : n → m associate the map Sf : S m → S n defined by (Sf )(p) = {ϕ(x 0 , . . . , x n−1 : ϕ(x f (0) , . . . , x f (n−1) ∈ p}.
We say that a type-space functor is a first-order type space functor if it is the type-space functor of some first-order theory T . Proposition 1.6. For every first-order theory T , the type-space functor of T is a type-space functor. The space S ω is homeomorphic to the logic topology on the set of ω-types of T .
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that for any f : n → m the map Sf is continuous, and that properties (1) and (2) in the definition of type-space functors hold. To see that each Sf is open, consider any basic open set U = [ψ(x 0 , . . . , x n−1 )] ⊆ S n , and any f : n → m. For each i ∈ im(f ), let r i ∈ n be such that i = f (r i ). If i ∈ im(f ), let r i = i. Let j 1 , . . . , j k enumerate m \ im(f ). For any q ∈ S n , we have:
Now we check statement (3). Fix m < ω, p ∈ S m , q ∈ (Si m ) −1 ({p}), and a non-empty open U ⊆ (Si m ) −1 ({p}). By shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that U = [ψ(x 0 , . . . , x m )] for some formula ψ. Then U being non-empty and included in (
To see that S ω is the space of ω-types of T , first observe that the definition of S ω in this context gives
Given an ω-type p(x 0 , x 1 , . . .), for each n < ω let p n be the restriction of p to the first n variables, that is,
Then the map associating p to the sequence (p 0 , p 1 , . . .) is the required homeomorphism from the logic topology on the ω-types to S ω .
The model theory also agrees with classical model theory in this case. Suppose that T is a first-order theory, and S is the corresponding type-space functor. Suppose also that M |= T is enumerated as {m α : α < κ}.
. It is then routine to verify that M is a model (in the sense of Definition 1.3), and that for any p ∈ S n and any
Conversely, Knight [20, Proposition 2.10] shows that every model of S arises in this way from a (classical) model of T .
1.3.2.
Type-space functors generated by a space. Our second class of examples of type-space functors gives examples that do not come from theories in classical logics. We will primarily use examples of the following kind in Section 3 as a source of counterexamples.
Definition 1.7. Let X be any topological space. The type-space functor of X, denoted S X , consists of the following data. For each n < ω, define S n = X n , and to each f : n → m, associate the map (Sf ) :
Proposition 1.8. For any topological space X, the type-space functor of X is a type-space functor. The space S ω is homeomorphic to the (Tychonoff ) product topology on X ω .
Proof. It is easy to see for each f : n → m the map Sf is continuous and open, and that conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of type-space functors are satisfied. To
and a non-empty open
−1 ({p}), and we verify W AP S (m, p, q, U ).
That is, q = (p 0 , . . . , p m−1 , q m ). We must find r = (r 0 , . . . , r m , r m+1 ) ∈ S m+2 = X m+2 such that (Si m+1 )(r) = q and (Si m+1 )(r) ∈ U . For each j < m, let r j = p j , and r m = q m . Then the first requirement is satisfied, for we have:
Now let π : X m+1 → X be the projection onto the last coordinate, and pick any r m+1 ∈ π[U ]. Since U ⊆ (Si m ) −1 ({p}), every element of U is of the form (p 0 , . . . , p m−1 , a) for some a ∈ X, and hence in fact
Therefore condition (3) is satisfied as well.
For the claim about S ω , applying the definition of S ω in this context we get
where π n,m : X m → X n is the projection onto the first n coordinates. The map θ :
is the required homeomorphism.
Omitting Types
Proofs of Omitting Types Theorems using the Baire Category Theorem have been given for a variety of logics; for some examples, see [26] , [28] , [9] , [11] . In this section we describe the relationship between Baire category properties and omitting types for type-space functors. Throughout this section, S denotes a typespace functor.
Starting from the type-space functor S we will be focusing on a certain subspace S W of S ω . The motivation for the following definition is that we are defining an analogue of the space of ω-types of the form tp(a 0 , a 1 , . . .), where (a 0 , a 1 , . . .) enumerates a countable model of a theory. In fact, we will see in Lemma 2.4 that there is a correspondence between elements of the following space, and the models defined in Section 1.2 above.
n , let f A : n → ω be the map sending i to the ith element of A (in increasing order). Then we define
In the opposite direction, given a countable model M , for each n < ω define σ n = M ({0, 1, . . . , n − 1}), and let σ M be the equivalence class of (σ 0 , σ 1 , . . .) in S ω . Lemma 2.2. For each σ ∈ S ω , the map M σ satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 1.3.
Proof. Condition (1) is clear from the definition. For (2), suppose that
In general we cannot expect M σ to be a model (that is, to satisfy condition (3) of Definition 1.3), just as we cannot expect an arbitrary ω-type of a first-order theory to specify a witness to every existential formula it implies. We define S W to be the set of those σ ∈ S ω for which M σ is a model. Formally: Definition 2.3. For σ ∈ S ω , we put σ ∈ S W if and only if for every n < ω, every
n , every m ≥ n, and every open
and a permutation g of m such that B ⊇ A, and (Sg)(M σ )(B)) ∈ U .
Note that in this definition the set U could equivalently be required to come from a fixed base for the topology of S ω .
Lemma 2.4. The map σ → M σ is a one-to-one correspondence between S W and the set of countable models of S, with inverse M → σ M .
Proof. Given σ ∈ S W , it is clear that M σ satisfies condition (1) of Definition 1.3. For condition (2) , suppose that A = {a 0 < . . . < a n−1
m , A ⊆ B, and g : n → m satisfies a i = b g(i) for all i. Then for each i,
The definition of S W exactly ensures that condition (3) is satisfied, so M σ is a model. It is straightforward to check that for any σ ∈ S W we have σ = σ Mσ , and for any model M we have M = M σM .
In light of Lemma 2.4, we will sometimes identify a model M with the sequence σ M .
We define several omitting types properties that S may have. Another omitting types property, involving topological games, will appear in Section 2.1.
Definition 2.5.
(1) S has the classical omitting types property if for every closed non-empty T ⊆ S 0 , and every sequence (E j ) j<ω such that E j is meagre in (Sι 0,j ) −1 (T ), there exists a model M |= T such that M omits every E j . (2) S has the strong omitting types property if for every closed C ⊆ S ω , and every meagre E ⊆ C, there is a model in C omitting E.
Proposition 2.6. The strong omitting types property implies the classical omitting types property.
Proof. Fix a closed T ⊆ S 0 . To simplify notation, for α ≤ ω, let A α = (Sι 0,α ) −1 (T ). For each j < ω let E j ⊆ A j be meagre. For each j < ω, and each i ∈ ω j , let f j,i : j → ω be defined by f j,i (k) = i k , where i k is the kth element of i in increasing order. Next, for each j and i, define
Then each C j,i is meagre in S W ∩ A ω because Sf j,i is continuous, open, and surjective. Finally, define
Then F is meagre in S W ∩ A ω . By the strong omitting types property we can find a model M such that M (or, more precisely,
To see that M omits each E j , suppose that A ∈ ω j . Write A = {a 0 , . . . , a j−1 } = {c 0 < . . . < c k−1 }, and let g : j → k be such that c g(i) = a i for each i < j. According to Definition 1.4, to show that M omits E j we must show that in this situation (Sg)(M (A)) ∈ E j . Unwinding Definition 2.1, we obtain
In the above calculation f A : k → ω sends i to c i , so we have 0 , a 1 , . . . , a j−1 ) we therefore have f A • g = f j,i . Combining the above calculations, and using that we chose M so that (Sf j,i )(σ M ) ∈ E j , we get
Our omitting types properties conclude that certain countable models exist, but there are type-space functors with no countable models at all. In order to conclude omitting types properties from topological facts about the type-space functor S we must also assume that the collection of countable models for S is sufficiently rich.
For type-space functors coming from countable theories this richness is provided by the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem. In general, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let S be a type-space functor. We say that S has enough countable models if S W is dense in S ω .
Lemma 2.8. Let S be a type-space functor. If S is the functor associated to a countable first-order theory, or if S is generated by a separable topological space, then S has enough countable models.
Proof
Now suppose that X is a space and S = S X . Let O ⊆ X ω be a basic open set. Let D ⊆ X be a countable dense set, and let σ ∈ O be such that every element of D is listed in σ infinitely many times. We show that σ ∈ W. We are given n < ω, m ≥ n, A = {a 0 < . . . < a n−1 } ∈ [ω] n , and a non-empty basic open set U ⊆ (S −1 ιn,m )(M σ (A)). Unravelling the definitions, this means that there are open sets V n , V n+1 , . . . , V m−1 ⊆ X such that elements in U are exactly those sequences of the form (x 0 , . . . , x m−1 ) where x i = σ(a i ) for i < n and x i ∈ V i for n ≤ i < m. Choose B = {b 0 < . . . < b m−1 } such that b i = a i for i < n, and such that σ(b i ) ∈ V i for n ≤ i < m (this is possible by our choice of σ). Then M σ (B) = (σ(b 0 ), . . . , σ(b m−1 )) ∈ U (so also (Sg)(M σ (B)) ∈ U where g : m → m is the identity function). Therefore σ ∈ S W , and hence S W ∩ O = ∅.
The topological content of the omitting types theorem for first-order logic is captured by the following: Theorem 2.9. Let S be a type-space functor with enough countable models. If every closed subspace of S W is non-meagre in itself then S has the classical omitting types property.
Proof. The proof is nearly identical to the proof of Proposition 2.6. As in that proof, we fix T ⊆ S 0 closed, and for α ≤ ω let A α = (S ι0,α ) −1 (T ). For each j < ω, let E j ⊆ A j be meagre. For each j < ω and i ∈ ω j , define f j,i : j → ω by f j,i (k) = i k , and define C j,i = (Sf j,i ) −1 (E j ); then each C j,i is meagre in S W ∩ A ω (here we use that S has enough countable models, which was not necessary in Proposition 2.6). Define
Then F is meagre in S W ∩ A ω , and since S W ∩ A ω is non-meagre in itself by hypothesis, we can find M ∈ (S W ∩ A ω ) \ F . This M satisfies T and omits each E j .
To characterize the strong omitting types property topologically we will need some terminology. A topological space is completely Baire if every closed subspace is Baire, and is completely non-meagre if every closed subspace is non-meagre in itself.
Hurewicz [15] proved that a metrizable space is completely Baire if and only if the space does not include a closed copy of Q. Since Q is meagre in itself, it follows immediately that a metrizable space is completely Baire if and only if it is completely non-meagre. For this latter claim much weaker assumptions than metrizability are sufficient. The one we will use is the following. Quasi-regularity is commonly required to prove results about Baire spaces (see e.g. [27] ). Lemma 2.11. A completely quasi-regular space is completely Baire if and only if it is completely nonmeagre.
Proof. That completely Baire implies completely nonmeagre is immediate. For the other direction, let F be a closed subspace of a completely nonmeagre, completely quasi-regular space X. Let {U n } n<ω be a collection of dense open subspaces of F . If n<ω U n were not dense in F , then there would be a
We note that regularity of type spaces can serve as a kind of weak negation. For example, in continuous first-order logic for metric structures one does not have a classical negation, but the connective 1 − x acts as an approximate negation, and closure under that connective is also the essential ingredient in the proof that the type spaces in continuous logic are regular. See [8] for more about the role of topological separation axioms in abstract model theory. In our context we are assuming even less than regularity, though it is not clear exactly how to translate quasi-regularity into logical terms, owing to the difficulty of computing closures in the type spaces of traditional logics. Theorem 2.12. Let S be a type-space functor with enough countable models, and such that S W is quasi-regular. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) S has the strong omitting types property.
(2) S W is completely non-meagre. (3) S W is completely Baire.
Proof.
(1) → (2): Suppose that C ′ ⊆ S W is meagre in itself, and let C be a closed subset of S ω such that C ′ = S W ∩ C. Let E n be nowhere dense in C ′ , such that C ′ = n<ω E n . Then each E n remains nowhere dense in S ω , so C ′ is meagre in S ω . The closed set C and the meagre set C ′ contradict the statement of the strong omitting types property, because any model in C is in C ∩ S W , and therefore does not omit C ′ . (2) → (3): Apply Lemma 2.11. (3) → (1): Suppose that every closed subspace of S is Baire, let C ⊆ S ω be closed, and let E ⊆ C be meagre. Let C ′ = C ∩ S W , and let E ′ = E ∩ S W . By the assumption that S has enough countable models, S W is dense in S ω , so C ′ is closed in S W and E ′ is meagre in C ′ . Since S W is completely Baire, C ′ is Baire, and hence
Any element of C ′ \ E ′ corresponds to a model of C omitting E ′ (just as in the proof of Proposition 2.6).
It is usually easier to understand the topology of S ω than the topology of S W . In concrete situations it is therefore useful to have information about how S W sits as a subspace of S ω . Recall that the weight of a topological space X is the minimum cardinality of a base for the topology of X. The following lemma is very useful, and is also immediate from the definition of S W . Lemma 2.13. Let S be a type-space functor, and for each n < ω let w(S n ) be the weight of S n . Then S W is the intersection of n w(S n )-many open subsets of S ω .
Example 2.14. Many Omitting Types Theorems in the literature can be easily derived from Theorem 2.9, after translating our topological statement into modeltheoretic terminology. We present here just a few examples. The spaces in the following examples areČech-complete; a space X isČech-complete if it is a G δ in some (equivalently, every) compactification of X. Completely metrizable spaces arě Cech-complete, as are locally compact Hausdorff spaces, and everyČech-complete space is Baire.
(1) Let T be a first-order theory in a countable language, and let S be the associated type-space functor (as described in Section 1.3.1). In this context each S n is a second countable space, so S W is a dense G δ in S ω by Lemmas 2.13 and 2.8. By the compactness theorem, S ω is a compact space, and is thereforeČech-complete.Čech-completeness is inherited by dense G δ subspaces, and by closed subspaces, so it follows that every closed subspace of S W isČech-complete, and hence Baire. The Omitting Types Theorem for first-order logic then follows from Theorem 2.9, together with the observation that a type p ∈ S n (T ) is principal if and only if p is an isolated point of S n (T ) (see [24, Section 4.2] ). (2) The above discussion also works more generally, if T is a theory in a countable fragment of L ω1,ω . In this case S ω is not compact, but it is Polish, and so is stillČech-complete. We obtain the Omitting Types Theorem for countable fragments of L ω1,ω , originally due to Keisler [18] . This proof of omitting types for countable fragments of L ω1,ω is fundamentally the same as the one given by Morley [26] . (3) Similarly, if T is a theory in a countable fragment of the logic L ω1,ω for metric structures, then S ω isČech-complete. Translating Theorem 2.9 into model-theoretic terminology gives the Omitting Types Theorem for (not necessarily complete) metric structures from [11] .
Not every omitting types theorem from the literature is a direct consequence of the topological version presented here. Notably, the omitting types theorem for continuous logic [6] , which requires that the models omitting the given types be based on complete metric spaces, does not directly follow from our results; see [12] for a discussion of the subtleties that arise in omitting types in complete metric structures. We note also that our topological approach to obtaining omitting types theorems bears some resemblance to Keisler's [19] , which develops both omitting types and set-theoretic forcing as a result of a more general notion of forcing that is closely related to Baire category. There are examples of spaces X for which the Banach-Mazur game is not determined [27] , so asserting that NONEMPTY has a winning strategy is strictly stronger than asserting that EMPTY does not have one. This stronger property was introduced by Choquet [10] who called it weakly α-favourable. Weak α-favourability was further investigated by H. E. White [33] , who, among other results, proved it was preserved by topological products -even box products, unlike the usual Baire Category Theorem [13] .
In light of Theorems 2.9 and 2.12 it is natural to ask how the Omitting Types Theorem is strengthened by using weakly α-favourable spaces instead of Baire spaces. By analogy to the case of first-order logic, we will refer to a closed subset of S ω as a partial ω-type. It is then convenient to state the Banach-Mazur game in dual form.
Definition 2.16. Let S be a type-space functor, and let C ⊆ S ω be a partial ω-type. The omitting types game on C is played by two players, OMIT and RE-ALIZE, as follows. The players alternate picking partial ω-types F 0 ⊆ F 1 ⊆ · · · , with REALIZE playing first, and with each F i omissible in a model realizing C. The player OMIT wins if n<ω F n is omissible in a model realizing C, otherwise REALIZE wins.
We say that S has the game omitting types property if OMIT has a winning strategy in the omitting types game on C, for every C.
We call a space X completely weakly α-favourable if every closed subspace of X is weakly α-favourable. The definition of the omitting types game immediately gives the following statement, analogous to Theorem 2.12.
Theorem 2.17. Let S be a type-space functor with enough countable models. The following are equivalent:
(1) S has the game omitting types property.
(2) S W is completely weakly α-favourable.
We immediately obtain the following game version of the omitting types theorem for countable fragments of L ω1,ω , which to the best of our knowledge has not been explicitly stated elsewhere. Theorem 2.18. Let T be a theory in a countable fragment of L ω1,ω . Two players OMIT and REALIZE play the following game: REALIZE plays first, and the players alternate picking a sequence of partial ω-types Σ 0 ⊇ Σ 1 ⊇ . . . (the inclusions being as sets of formulas), such that each Σ i is omissible in a model of T . Player OMIT has a strategy to ensure that n<ω Σ i is omissible in a model of T .
Proof. In the type-space functor S of T the space S W is Polish (see [26] ), and therefore completely weakly α-favourable. It follows that S has the game omitting types property. The statement of the game omitting types property, together with the definition of the logic topology, give the desired conclusion.
In many cases of interest it is possible to deduce the game omitting types property from the topology of S ω , rather than S W . Theorem 2.19. Let S be a type-space functor with enough countable models, such that each S n is separable and metrizable. If S ω is completely weakly α-favourable then S satisfies the game omitting types property.
Proof. In this context S ω is, by definition, a subspace of a product of separable metrizable spaces, and hence is itself separable and metrizable. Moreover, S W is a dense G δ in S ω by Lemma 2.13 and the definition of "enough countable models". By Theorem 2.17 it suffices to prove the purely topological claim that if X is a separable metrizable completely weakly α-favourable space and Y is a dense G δ in X, then Y is completely weakly α-favourable.
Let Z be a closed subspace of Y , and let Z be the closure of Z in X. Since Y is metrizable and Z is closed in Y , Z is a G δ in Y . Y itself is a G δ in X, so Z is a G δ in X, and hence Z is a G δ in Z. On the other hand, Z is weakly α-favourable by hypothesis, and of course Z is dense in Z. White [33] proved that dense G δ subspaces of weakly α-favourable regular spaces are weakly α-favourable, so Z is weakly α-favourable as required.
Distinguishing the omitting types properties
In the previous section we defined three omitting types properties, so it is natural to ask if they are genuinely different. We will focus on the question of distinguishing the game omitting types property from the strong omitting types property. To do so we will use type-space functors of the form S X , where X is a topological space (as defined in Section 1.3).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that X is a separable metrizable space X such that X ω is completely Baire, but X ω does not include a dense completely metrizable subspace. Then the type-space functor S(X) has the strong omitting types property but does not have the game omitting types property.
Proof. By Proposition 1.8 S(X) ω = X ω , and by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.13 S(X) W is a dense G δ in X ω . Medini and Zdomskyy [25] proved that every dense G δ subspace of completely Baire space is completely Baire, so our assumption that X ω is completely Baire implies that S(X) W is completely Baire, and hence by Theorem 2.12 S(X) has the strong omitting types property.
Since X is a separable metrizable space so is X ω , and hence also S(X) W . Telgársky [32] proved that a separable metrizable space is weakly α-favourable if and only if it has a dense completely metrizable subspace. Therefore if S(X) had the game omitting types property, then S(X) W would have a completely metrizable dense subspace, and hence X ω would also have such a subspace, contrary to our hypothesis. So S(X) does not have the game omitting types property.
We are therefore interested in the following, purely topological, problem: Problem 3.2. Is there a separable metrizable space X such that X ω is completely Baire, but X ω does not include a dense completely metrizable subspace?
Surprisingly, the answer is positive, unless there exist large cardinals in an inner model of the set-theoretic universe. We are indebted to Lyubomyr Zdomskyy for pointing out that the problem is solved if there is a nonmeagre P -filter. Definition 3.3. Following [3] and [23] , given a non-principal filter F on an infinite countable set T , we regard F as a subspace of the copy 2 T of the Cantor set. F is a P -filter if whenever {U n } n<ω are members of F, there is an A ∈ F almost included in each U n . F is nonmeagre if it is a nonmeagre subspace of 2 T .
Marciszewski [23] proves:
Lemma 3.4. F is a nonmeagre P -filter if and only if F is a completely Baire space.
He also proves the following "standard fact", which he attributes to [3] :
Lemma 3.5. Let {F n } n<ω be a sequence of P -filters on ω. Then n<ω F n is a P -filter on ω × ω.
From this he derives:
Lemma 3.6. Let {F n } n<ω be a sequence of nonmeagre P -filters on ω. Then n<ω F n is completely Baire.
As Zdomskyy pointed out to us, Lemma 3.7. If F is a nonmeagre P -filter then F ω does not include a dense completely metrizable subspace.
Proof. No filter on a countable set can include such a subspace, else it would be comeager, which is impossible. In more detail, Marciszewski points out that if F is a P -filter on ω, F ω can be considered as a P -filter on ω × ω. A completely metrizable subspace M of F ω would be G δ , and hence if dense would be comeager. Without loss of generality, assume M has no isolated points. Then M ∩{Z ⊆ ω × ω : m, n / ∈ Z} is comeager. Then {M ∩ {Z ⊆ ω × ω : m, n / ∈ Z} : m, n ∈ ω} = 0, which is absurd.
By the result of Telgársky [32] it follows that if F is a nonmeagre P -filter, then F ω is not weakly α-favourable and neither is any dense subspace. We have answered Problem 3.2, assuming there is a nonmeagre P -filter on ω. Combining the above observations with Lemma 3.1, we have proved: Proposition 3.8. If F is a nonmeagre P -filter on ω, viewed as a topological space, then the type-space functor S(F) has the strong omitting types property but does not have the game omitting types property.
It remains to answer:
Problem 3.9 ( [3]). Is there a nonmeagre P -filter on ω?
This is a quite intriguing question. In [22] , seven equivalent properties of a filter on ω are given, one of which is "nonmeagre P -".
This question is discussed in [16] , [3] , [22] and several other places. Here are some sample results taken from [3] . They note that a filter F on ω is nonmeagre if and only if the set of functions enumerating elements of F is not bounded. It follows that: [3] .
Another property of a filter on the [22] list that is currently the subject of much research is countable dense homogeneity. Definition 3.14. A space is countable dense homogeneous (briefly, CDH) if for every pair D, E of countable dense subsets of X, there exists a homeomorphism
[14] gives a ZFC example of an uncountable CDH completely Baire subspace of R which is not completely metrizable. Unfortunately, as Jan van Mill pointed out to us, the space does include a dense completely metrizable subspace, and so is weakly α-favorable. The reason is that the space (Corollary 4.6 of [14] ) is the complement in the Cantor set of a particular kind of λ-set. λ-sets have every countable subset relative G δ and are meager. Thus their complements include dense G δ 's.
After the present work was completed, Lyubomyr Zdomskyy [31] showed that we could replace a non-meager P-filter by the complement in the Cantor set of a non-meager Menger filter extending the Fréchet filter. Such a Menger filter exists in ZFC.
To definitively bury the question of whether the omitting types property is the same as Baire category, it suffices to find a space X satisfying the Baire Category Theorem while the type-space functor it generates does not satisfy OTT. A Baire X such that X ω is not Baire, and hence has no dense G δ Baire subspaces will suffice, e.g. the Baire X with X 2 not Baire of Fleissner and Kunen [13] will do the trick. A more nuanced example is due to Aarts and Lutzer [1] . They construct a completely Baire separable metric space with a dense completely metrizable subspace such that X 2 is not completely Baire. X is actually weakly α-favorable, so X ω is as well, so X ω is Baire, but not completely Baire.
3.1. Definability. Since in this note we are dealing with logics with countable signatures and hence with separable metrizable spaces, it is natural to enter descriptive set theory and ask whether there is (consistently?) a definable (in the sense of descriptive set theory) example distinguishing the game omitting types property from the classical (or strong) omitting types property. In this section we are considering only type-space functors generated by separable metrizable spaces.
Recall that a subset of a Polish space is analytic if it is the continuous image of the space of irrational numbers (which we identify with ω ω), and is co-analytic if its complement is analytic. Slightly more generally, a separable metrizable space is co-analytic if it is homeomorphic to a co-analytic subset of some Polish space.
Lemma 3.15. The property of being co-analytic is preserved by the following topological operations:
(1) Countable intersections, (3), which is undoubtedly folklore, so we sketch one for the convenience of the reader. We first verify that a countable product of analytic sets is analytic. An analytic set A is a continuous image of ω ω. Then a countable product n<ω A n of analytic sets is a continuous image of ( ω ω) ω , which is homeomorphic to ω ω. Now suppose that we have co-analytic sets C n = R \ A n , where each A n is analytic. Then n<ω C n = ∩ n<ω (R × R × C n × R × · · · ). Since countable intersections of co-analytic sets are co-analytic, it suffices to prove that C n × R ω is co-analytic. From the previous paragraph R ω , R ω+1 , and A n × R ω are analytic. Thus the fact that C n × R ω is co-analytic follows from the fact that C n × R = (R \ A n ) × R ω , which is homeomorphic to R ω+1 \ (A n × R ω ).
Theorem 3.16. If X is co-analytic, and S is the type-space functor of X, then S satisfies the game omitting types property if and only if it satisfies the strong omitting types property.
Proof. Products of co-analytic spaces are co-analytic, so S ω = X ω is co-analytic. Open subspaces of co-analytic spaces are co-analytic, and countable intersections of co-analytic spaces are co-analytic, so since S W is G δ in S ω (Lemma 2.13), S W is co-analytic.
If S satisfies the strong omitting types property then S W is completely Baire, by 2.12. By [17, 21.21] , completely Baire co-analytic sets are completely metrizable, and hence by Theorem 2.17 S satisfies the game omitting types property.
